Many people thanks to the enemy are in a sort of terror for either of the above. Divided in two categories, people are feeling fear, both the vaccinated and the unvaccinated.

It is no coincidence the jewish holidays have "strongly" manifested this air of destruction in many Nations. It's almost as if those in power literally get agitated by these enemy rituals to do the worst anti-human decisions during these dates...Well yes, that is the case actually.

The reality is that specific individuals of the JWO have let loose a low grade bioweapon from the Wuhan lab. Recent information that has been coming out from Fauci and others, verifies this came out from a lab. In effect, this is a first stage of what Lucifuge explained and was shared here years ago, about how human beings can make major mistakes that cost them their existence.

In our case, that is great, because maybe the early outbreak of this will strike sense to those in power to stop engaging into these avenues and do responsible work. Yet since many are thoroughly corrupt, this cannot be expected out of everyone. So people themselves have to also increase in their understanding of what should be acceptable in society and what should not.

Fiddling with viruses in low security labs and doing fuckups should not be tolerated, nor governments raping every Constitution there has ever been written over frivolous claims that their own oversight has caused.

As everyone here knows, this extends into a far further growing agenda, that is part of an even greater agenda and list of demands and enforcing that the Jew World Order will demand out of mankind in the next years.

This is not a war between the vaccinated or the unvaccinated. That is a false pretext. The real war of governments against their own population, or rather, a jewish shadow government against the people and our system of existing as a civilization.
I know most of your vaccinated friends, or unvaccinated friends, that have taken positions with a lot of sternness here, believe they are both right. And in a way, they are both right, and both at some level disinformed.

Many people who rant and rave about the vaccine, do disregard the rights violations and broader agenda of all this. They believe that if we all vaccinate, all of this will be "over". That is a good belief, yet false, since none of it is shown to be the case from reality. There are people who also believe doing this will save others and so on.

Others are also simply afraid and they will go vaccinate to save their health. The overwhelming reality of vaccinated people however, did this because of this: They were in some way enforced, emotionally or through physical necessity, to embark in this decision, even if they understood where this potentially would lead.

All the situations are wrong situations to be in, especially in a situation where this involves this low tier of a virus. If that were the case, people should be living in Communist Borg Dystopia, only because of the flu. And the flu, or even worse of this, is nothing over which our hard earned and kind of free societies, should be destroyed over.

Unvaccinated people and others also might undergo the lab virus and so on, with many, especially in vulnerable health status or old age, suffer considerably from it.

Unvaccinated people are those who believe that the government should not mandate these things for them. Then you have of course in this category too some zealots like you have in the first category. But generally, most people who are "anti-vaccine" or "anti-lockdown", effectively have a greater understanding or more hesitation to engage in all the changes that come WITH this vaccine, and not necessarily about the "vaccine" itself only.

That is correct: because how much further will the governments go if they get their way and literally crush all human rights over this?

The JWO wants these people to fight over one another, and forget the important things:

1. They virus was most likely launched by them, or by their idiotic goonies.
2. There is a larger agenda at hand, which they are enforcing through all this mess.
3. They do not hesitate to ruin and divide anything in their path.
4. All their more serious plans are still ongoing and will AFFECT EVERYONE.
5. The whole of this issue is being used and wrestled to force humanity into a different world that most people would never want to accept if they were ever asked, a tyrannical world.
6. All in all, there were no functional solutions provided neither from the vaccine, and the usual carelessness about the people was the case again. Suppressing cures, forcing one half-baked cure, and so on.

We must keep our sights on them. Of course, many people still inherently deny the existence of these people. Yet even those who "followed through" and want to maintain this false notion, will become more aware through calamity of ignoring this in the next years.

Many people will contact the Co-Vid and most will pass it softly and as a flu. If one falls in this category, do not experience any fear. Even if you are in a very endangered position, meditation will boost your spirit and it will drastically increase your chances of survival, speed of healing etc.

Of course, all normal health precautions do apply here: your doctor can advise you and the rest of these things. There is also no bigger cure than having a generally healthy lifestyle.

No, it's not Joe Biden that will force upon you what to do with your personal health, he is not a doctor. People should ask trusted, and only good doctors on these matters. I don't make this comment as a medical recommendation, but look how many doctors are giving ivermectin to people, and they heal, while the CDC and Biden want you to believe that only the jab is going to save you.

In Peru, Guatemala, Japan and in many other places, they have it already there and give it to people as is. I am not recommending anything here, only for you to see how kike interests like those of Burla, AstraZeneca and other mafias, do affect our global ability to overcome this.

In fact, this is deliberate, given the context. They want this meme to go on for as long as possible, to keep trying to shove the JWO down the throat of humanity.

**Remember this whether you vaccinate or not:** Whether or not one will
vaccinate or not, we are all enforced into a decision of losing something. This goes all the way from revoking rights, to other wrongly placed dilemmas.

That is mostly the JWO, and the question here is hardly medical. Science could solve the matter very easily were it not for the force manipulation of this situation.

We are also to where they claim that it needs to be done even by people who have been through it and so on. Insanity, lack of common sense, and complete irrationality is trying to be enforced on people on ALL levels right now.

In short: they don't give a shit about this whole thing, just about their agenda.

For those who might have the vaccine and so on, don't worry or panic either. You can offset anything negative, just keep a healthy lifestyle, the body and mind supported, and make it a goal to have a healthy lifestyle from now on. Do the necessary workings to protect your health. This also goes to people who will not want to vaccinate, and this is strongly advised, but why?

Because humanity is going to throw dice on many emerging technologies in the near future, such as 5G and other things such as possibly attempted forced dietary changes for the populace. A dietary change of forced veganism or enforced bug eating without any semblance of animal protein, could pose a health biohazard danger that would be extremely long reaching, possibly even faster than any vaccine, even a faulty one.

A lot of things like this have already been thinning the human health and lifespan, and that's something people knew for decades. Unfortunately, until the enemy is removed or strongly damaged, this will probably continue.

On top of this, there are many crazy things happening, and the best bet one can take is one's health. No matter where you are or what you own, this is something that is most important.

Lastly, Aura of protection, and a strong natural immunity, will help you through most of this. Yes, there are still many more important and damning things that can befall people, not only "co-vid".

Many of these are being aired as we speak with zero checks, simply because everyone is solely occupied with the co-vid and the terror around this. Yet, since that is the case, it's always a good idea to do at least one full health working
yearly, no matter how old or young you are.

Of course, it can be difficult to explain to people the whole image of this [this takes higher intelligence than the average person], but the best one can do is look after themselves and their own family.

Why are health workings recommended?

Well, for one, these will act through many ways. One way would be diet improvement, and so on. Another way this could manifest is that if illness came, it would be less or quite blunted. Another way, would be that for example, your family environment would be safer through people getting less viruses in. Or in the choice of a healthier partner. Energy has its ways to act, just remember this. Another manifestation can be a better general living standard, or moving in a better territory with less of these adversely affecting negative forces. Also, energy is able to act on a level that we call the "Molecular" and in many other ways.

Many people will be begging in the upcoming years that they knew at least some of this knowledge, for reasons that are too obvious. Most of these things we are launching in the last 20 years technologically or otherwise, we don't have the faintest idea how they affect us. This is going to increase with finer technologies in the future. Better be safe than to be sorry.

That is the problem.

Stay strong, stay meditating, stay safe.
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